
Down
2. Jake has a/n ____ love of Airsoft; he would play day and night if his 
parents would let him.
3. The _____ of Salk is the Salk Eagle.
4. Each person is an individual, ____ in their own way.
5. Danny tried to ____ the nasty rumors that were floating around 
about his best friend.
6. It’s hard to stop Chelsea’s brother from talking – it’s like a _____ of 
words keep coming from his mouth.
8. Joe thought the conversation about fancy sneakers was ____ when 
the teacher wanted to talk about figurative language.
10. Luke thought it ____ that school would have an extra day of 
vacation because we did not use all of our snow days.
13. It seemed as if the rain would continue _____(ly) – it kept on going 
all night!
16. The _____ of the story must relate to a universal message the 
author wishes to convey.
17. Hazim was concerned about the ___________ of tests in his 
classes – it seemed as if they would never stop!

Across
1. Angel attended many ____ events over the weekend and learned all 
about traditions in different societies.
7. Logan ____(ed) his arms around when he lost his balance on the 
stairs.
9. Daisy and Julianna _____(ed) together to prepare for a group 
project.
10. Ava remembered that an independent _____ is a fancy way to say 
something is a sentence.
11. It was sheer _____ in the class when Gio opened a window and a 
squirrel jumped in.
12. Tyler looked ____ at his English assignment, trying to figure out 
how to best answer the question.
14. It was _____ news to learn that people in Puerto Rico still haven’t 
recovered from the deadly hurricane.
15. Alexis attained _____ when she finally understood the steps to 
solve the math problem.
18. To understand why Mary killed Patrick, you would need to know 
the ____ of the situation.
19. Christina’s dance practice _____(ed) how much time she would 
have to study for her test.
20. Michael thought that asking his teacher a question about figurative 
language terms was ____ when discussing poetry. He was right!
21. Maeve was confident her recent math test would have a positive 
_____ on her grades.
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